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PREFACE 

This report is a literature study of mineral aggregate filter 
' criteria and their applications. The areas discussed include history, 

research, differences in criteria in present use, major applications, 

design, and construction. The writer has attempted to make use of the 

major printed sources on the topic and no important source has been 
.. 

overlooked intentionally. 

Special emphasis has been placed on the methods employed by the 

U,S. Army Corps of Engineers. It could be said that this emphasis is 

not justified. The writer's defense is simply that his entire profes

sional career has been and will probably continue to be with the Corps 

and the methods, good or bad, employed by the Corps are of more than 

passing interest. In addition, the Corps has, since the early l940's 

taken an active part in the research, development, and use of the mineral 

aggregate filter in its civil and military design and construction 

missions. 

The author wishes to express his gratitude to the Corps of 

Engineers, U.S. Army who through its excellent advance study program 

generously financed this year of study. The author would like to express 

his appreciation to all those instrumental in his being selected to 

participation in the program. In particular, the author is especially 

grateful to Mr. K. Moreman and Mr. J. J. Danaher for their counsel and 
I 

.I 

guidance. 
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The author's debt to Dr. T. A. Haliburton goes far beyond this 

report. Without the encouragement, advice, friendship, and the equally 

important constructive criticism freely given by Dr. Haliburton, the 

author might never have attempted additional advanced study or once 

attempting it gained as greatly from it. The author is sincerely and 

deeply grateful. 

The author wishes to express his appreciation to Dr. J. V. Parcher 

and Dr. Ro N. DeVries, committee members, for their counsel and excellent 

instruction associated with this report and other studies, 

The author would.like to express his heartfelt gratitude and extend 

his sincere sympathy to his wife, Gwen, who faithfully carried the 

burdens .of raising our two happy, healthy, children, Patrick Jr. and. 

Kelly, and running our home while her husband was a thousand miles away 

pursuing the-rewards of higher education. 

The author would also like to express his warm regard and gratitude 

to his mother for her strong support, sharp criticism, and never failing 

confidence in his ability to accomplish any task. 

The author is grateful to Mrs. Glenda Heaton for her assistance 

and suggestions in the preparation and typing of the manuscript. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Statement of Problem 

The effective control of the flow or movement of ground water or 

impounded water through foundations or earth structures has presented 

a real and troublesome problem to man since he began to build. The 

uncontrolled seepage of water has resulted in landslides, and has 

damaged buildings and destroyed dams throughout the history of civiliza

tion. 

The detrimental effects of seepage can sometimes be successfully 

controlled by the use of a properly designed and constructed filter or 

drain. The filter may be used to control the indiscriminate flow of 

water and to prevent particles from the saturated soil mass being 

transported by flowing water. 

A number of materials such as fiberglass or paper blankets have 

been used as filters. Currently, thin porous sheets of plastic material 

are under study and have had some limited use (1). However, the most 

widely used material is graded mineral aggregate such as crushed rock, 

gravel, and sand. 

The design of aggregate filters is, at first inspection, a rather 

simple application of criteria (to be described in detail later) based 

on the diameters of certain key percentages of the in situ soil and the 

1 



proposed filter material such that the permeability of the filter will 

insure drainage without permitting the in situ soil to migrate through 

2 

or clog the filter. However, these criteria may result in widely varying 

filter designs, while on occasion it is extremely difficult to apply 

such criteria to certain soils. It also appears that the criteria 

are in many cases ultraconservative and therefore uneconomical. In 

short, the results of a design often appear almost arbitrary. The 

seemingly innocent look of the mathematical expressions of the criteria 

is deceiving and leads to indiscriminate application. 

Many engineers, ,Particularly in earth dam design, agree on the 

necessity of various type filters to combat certain conditions but will 

devote a minimum of study to the actual design of the filter itself. 

Highway engineers seem particularly reluctant to spend money on properly 

designed and constructed filters or in many cases on any filters at all. 

In the writer's opinion, part of the problem is that many engineers do 
/ 

not fully understand the basis of filter criteria, their implications, 

or their limitations. 

Improperly worded specificat,ons and poor construction methods are 

other factors which result in filters that are either inadequate or 

completely ineffective. 

Scope of Report 

The scope of the report will in general cover the state of the art 

of filter design, application, and construction. The basis of the 

criteria in use today was introduced approximately 50 years ago and a 

brief discussion of its historical development is presented. The major 

topic is the general criteria presently used by the rank and file design 



engineer. A number of modifications to the general criteria for 

particular conditions, as proposed by various authors or agencies, is 

pres ented. A discussion of noteworthy research conducted to evaluate 

existing criteria and analyses of filters by laboratory methods are 

included. A number of poss i ble applications of filters such as riprar 

filter blankets and toe drains are given, followed by general comment~ 

on specifications and fie l d construction practices . Conclusions and 

recommendations by the writer conclude the discussion. The Appendix 

presents an example of filter design calculations and considerations . 



CHAPTER II 

A BRIEF OUTLINE OF THE HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT 

OF AGGREGATE FILTERS 

Early Appli cations--An Art 

The general concept of using a permeable aggregate interface with 

a fine-grained soil to allow the soil to drain is a very old idea. The 

so-called French drains and macadam rock base courses used in the con

struction of highways, applying the idea in actual construction were 

first used 1800 A.O. (2). These drains were constructed more by art 

than science and often became ineffective or resulted in piping failures. 

Ma ny drains consisted of coarse aggregate interfaced with fine-grained 

soils which allowed the soil to migrate through the filter material, 

causing clogging of the drain or piping failures in the fine-arained 

soil. Some drains were'constructed with fine aggregate between the 

coarser aggregate and the soil, thereby producing a filter similar to 

those in use today. 

Art Becomes More Scientific 

Cedergren (2) states that Creag er, et al. (1950) reported on the 

use of a rock drain with two progressively coarser filter layers separa

ting the rock from the soil, in the Tabeaud Dam in Cal ifornia in 1902. 

However, Karl Von Terzag hi is credited with development of the basi c 
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filter design criteria in use today. Terzaghi reportedly developed and 

used the first filters (as we know them today) while working with 

overflow dams in the Austrian Alps in the 1920 1 s (3). He was granted 

a patent for his design in 1922 by the Austrian Patent Office (3). 

Parcher and Means (4) indicate that Terzaghi based his design method on 

studies he conducted while working with filters for several dams in 

South Africa. 

5 

The criteria proposed by Terzaghi in the 1920 1 s was a milestone for 

the design of filters and is still the general basis for the majority 

of design methods ~sed today. However, the criteria have been the 

subject of many investigations and studies in the past half century 

and modifications have resulted. 

The Growth of the Science 

The next major effort following Terzaghi 1 s original work with filter 
i 

criteria and design appears to be the experimental studies performed 

by G. E. Bertram (3) at Harvard University in 1938-1939 and reported in 

1940. Bertram received advice from ~oth Terzaghi and A. Casagrande while 

conducting his investigations (2). The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (5) 

published a report in November, 1941, on investigations conducted at the 

Waterway Experiment station on filter material, both from the viewpoint 

of the protected soil and the infiltration of filter material into 

underdrain pipes placed in filters to remove collected water from the 

filters. Terzaghi and Peck (6) indicate experimental work on the 

"essential requirements of filter material 11 was done by the U.S. Bureau 

of Reclamation in 1947. Between 1946 and 1948 the Corps of Engineers (7) 
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conducted a major investi gation on filter criteria and the stability of 

filters for the Enid and Grenada Dams in the Mississippi Valley. In 

1953 the Corps of Engineers (8) published a report on studies conducted 

by laboratory investigations on the usefulness of concrete sand and 

gravel aggregates as filter materials. The report included a comparison 

of design criteria used at the Waterways Experiment Station and t hose 

empl oyed or proposed by other agencies. K. P. Karpoff (9) (U.S. Bureau 

of Rec lamation) published a paper on the use of laboratory tests to 

devel op filter criteria in 1955. 

In addition to these major studies cited, there have been many other 

investigations, both experimental and empirical, dealing with filters 

in general or their specific applications. These will be discussed in 

Chapter III. 



CHAPTER III 

FILTER CRITERIA AND THEIR DEVELOPMENT 

The Filter Mechanism 

Before presenting the mathematical expression of Terzaghi's 1920 

development of the first scientific approach to filter desiqn a sim

plifi ed discussion of the mechanics of a filter as Terzaghi defined 

them seems appropriate. The filter must accomplish two fundamental 

missions. First, it must not allow soil particles from the soil ma ss 

it is serving to pass through or into the filter in any appreciable 

amount. If soil particles in sufficient amounts are eroded by seepage 

forces and transported through the filter in the seepage water the 

integ rity of the soil mass is eventually destroyed and failure is 

irT1Tiinent. Equally dangerous is the case where soil particles penetrate 

the filter in sufficient amoun ts to clog the filter and reduce or defeat 

its function. The hydrostatic forces in the soil mass will increase and 

again failure of the soil mass may be imminent. The term used to label 

the requirement the fi l ter must meet in order to prevent such occur

rences is the piping criterion. The piping criterion simply stated is-

the voids in the filter mus t be small enough that the soil particles from 

the protected so il mass will not penetrate or pass through the filter. 

Second, the filter must have a permeability hi gh enough, relative to the 

soi l mass, to permit the seepage water to flow throug h the filter without 
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· large seepage or hydrostatic forces in the filter that would inducing 

t he stability of the filter. In other words the filter is endanger 

subject to piping requirements just as is to the protected soil mass. 

8 

It must be of sufficient permeability to drain the soil mass and to drain 

itself while restricting its internal seepage forces to relatively small 

values. This requirement is called the permeability criterion and 

simply stated says that the voids in the filter material must be 

l arge enough to allow seepage water to escape freely from the filter. 

It is interesting to note that the two requi rements or criteria 

represent a paradox. One requires that the filter have small voids to 

retain the soil while the other requires that the filter have large voids 

to drain the seepage water. The value of Karl Von Terzaghi 's criteria 

li es in his approach to achieving a satisfactory compromise between the 

conflicting requirements by controlling the void sizes in the filter 

with regard to both the particle sizes of the soil and the necessary 

res t raints of having small seepage forces in the filter. 

Symbol Convention Used in Grain 

Size Criteria Expressions 

The symbols used to express the grain size criteria will have the 

gene ral form as follows: 

Di ameter(P) = Diameter of the particle size of the material 

representing P percent smaller than a given 

s i ze on we i ght basis f rom sieving of the 

ma t erial. 



"d" will be used to indicate the diameter of the protected A lower case 

soil ma ss served by the filter. An upper case "D" will indicate filter 

pa rticl e diameters. 

Exampl es: 

d15 - the diameter of the 15 percent size of the soil mass. 

015 - the diameter of the 15 percent size of the filter 

material. 

Grain Size Criteria for Filter Design 

Terzaghi 's Criteria 

Terzaghi developed an empirical criterion based on the grain sizes 

of the soil and the filter that fulfills the requirements of a filter 

as defined in the previous section. The criterion is: 

015 (of filter material) 015 (of filter material) 
d ( f th ' l) < 4 to 5 > d15 (of the so,.l) 85 0 e S01 I 

The left side of the expression states that the diameter of the 15 

9 

percent size of the filter material should be less than 4 to 5 times the 

diameter of the 85 percent size of the soil adjacent to the filter. If 

this criterion is met Terzaghi postulates that piping of the soil would 

not occur. The ratio of these two diameters is often called the piping 

ratio . Actually what occurs is that the d85 of the soil is t rapped by 

the 015 of the filter, which prevents the remaining soil particles 

(particles larger than d15 ) f rom entering the filter past the d85-o15 

par tic le screen. It follows that until the filter skin is made by the 

d8S soil particles some soil smaller than d85 will pass through the 

filt er. Figure l illustrates the point by showing the soil-filter 
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Normal boundary before 
stabilization under seepage 
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Figu re l. Boundary Conditions Between a Soil and a Filter (After 
Cedergren, 2) 
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elationship and the effects of the d85 ma terial forming a secondary 

filter layer or skin, being retained by the 015 materi al in the filter. 

11 

The right s i de of the expression is to assure that the permeability 

of the filter is such that detrimental seepage forces will not build up 

in the filter since seepage water can readily drain from the filter. 

Ti s expression i s generally referred to as the permea bil ity criterion 

ut as earli er noted could be considered a piping criterion for the 

filter where as the left side is a pipi ng criterion for the soil. The 

asis for considering the permeability criterion as a piping criter'ion 

for the filter can be_ expla i ned by considering what the criterion accom

P ishes by l imi t i ng the magnitude of the seepage force. The ma gnitude 

of the seepage f orce is dependent on the hydraulic gradient present in 

the fi lter. Should the hydraulic gradient exceed a critical limi t, 

pipi ng of the filter material may occur if the filter is not retained by 

a cover ing materia l of sufficient weight to counter the detr imental 

flows. Seepage forces and the hydraulic gradient will be discussed in 

more detail later i n this chapter , The criterion states that the dia

meter of the 15 per cent s ize of the filter materia l must be 4 to 5 times 

as large as the diameter of the 15 percent size of the soil. 

It should be noted that the permeability criterion only assures that 

the permeability of the filter is adequate for free drainage. It does 

not gua rantee that drainage wi ll occur. For drainage t o occur the fi lter 

us t have sufficient cross-sectional area to accommodate t he quantity of 

he seepage . The criterion provides no indication of the physical 

d1mensions of the filte r structure. Methods are available for the 

proper anal ysis of the area required and will be discussed later in t his 

repor t. 
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It i s interesti ng to note that a text published by Terzaghi (10) in 

943 has no real discussion of filte r criteria nor does it present his 

criteri a . A later text that Terzaghi and Peck (11) co-authored and 

. blished in 1948 di d gi ve the Terzaghi criteria but i s very limited in 

·t s discus s i on. The second edition (6) published in 1972 again omitted 

';"erzaghi' s criteri a and instead presents criteria developed by the U.S. 

Bureau of Reclamation, which only faintly resembles Terzaghi 's criteria. 

· F ow, Gradient, and Voids i n Relation to 

erzaghi' s Criteri a 

Taylor (12) stat es that s i nce the veloc i ty of the seepage water is 

"essentially the same" in both the soil and the filter, Darcy's Law 

would suggest that the gr ad i ent is propor t i onal to the reciprocal of 

the permeability , Da rcy ' s Law is: 

q = KiA 

Where q = quanti ty of water f lowi ng through a soil per unit of time 

K = permeability of the soil 

i = hydraulic grad i ent i n the soil 

A = cros s-sect i onal area of flow 

should be noted that the express i on Ki is the velocity for average 

flow not the true velocity of flow in the soil, because the water must 

flow around t he so i l particles t hroug h voi d channel s , Therefore the 

t~ue \el oc i ty is hi gher than the discharge veloci ty. The hydraulic 

::irad1ent i i s the difference i n head between the point of entry of 

a er and its discharge point div ided by the length of f l ow between t he 

two poi nts, or mathematica lly: 
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i = 

h1 
:: entry point of water 

,. ,,ere 

h2 = di scharge point 

L = length 

and Parcher (13) state that Darcy's Law applies to all soils except r!.ea ns 

ery coarse-grained materia ls, since it is valid only where flow is 

a , inar and the flow path is similar to a capillary tube. The con

clusi on implied is that flow in coarse-grained material is turbulent and 

t e flow channels are not s imilar t o capillary tubes. Laboratory 

, nvestigations at Pennsylvania State University suggest that flow is 

laminar for grain sizes of 0. 5 mm or smaller (13). 

Tayl or (12) also observed that permeability is approximately propor

t1onal to (D15)2, which woul d indicate that for filters meeting 

Terzaghi's permeab i lity criterion the seepage forces per unit of volume 

tn the filter will be on ' the order of 1/16 to 1/25 those in the soil. 

Thi s can be verifi ed by a relati ely s imple exercise using Hazen's 

formula, Darcy ' s Law, Terzaghi's permeability ratio , and the seepage 

force expression . Hazen's formula and the seepage force equations are 

( 13): 

Ha2en's Formula: K = CD 2 
e 

~ ere K = permeability 

C = a constant (for coarse sands and gra els approximately equa l 

to 100 CM-l Sec-1) 

De= (generally De = D10 ) the effective grain size or the diameter 

of the grai n size of a perfectly uniform materia l with onl y 

one grain size but which has the same pe rmeabil i ty as the 



actual sample for wh i ch 010 is available. For all practical 

purposes, the emperical relation De ~ 010 implies that the 

finer fraction of a soil mass controls its permeability. 

seepage For ce: Fsp = iyw 

14 

= the force exerted by a un i t vol ume of water dropping through 

a head loss per unit of distance traveled. 

az en found that, generally, the effect ive grai n s ize can be assumed as 

• e 10 percent s i ze . For our purposes we must take Terzaghi's 15 per

cen t size . The proof (us ing Ha zen's K = C(De) 2 for Terzaghi's Permea

ili ty Cr i terion) i s generally as follows: 

d15 = 4D15 (o r 5015 ) wh i ch is a ratio of 1 to 4 (or 5) 

2 
K ol : C( l ) 

SO l 

from Darcy : i = q/KA 

Substitu t i ng i n: 

.educes: 

- iy = q/ KAy 
W I W 

A .1 - A 
SOl 

Yw = y 
so i 1 wfi lter 

l / K •1 a l / Kf o l t soi 1 er 

SJbsti tuting i n K from Hazen: l/ C( l )2 a l / C(4) 2 

1s results i n the Fsp i n the filter being equal to 1/16 (d15 = 4D15 ) 

to 1/2 5 (d 15 ~ 50 15 ) t hose i n t he soil for Te rzaghi's range of permea

Jll1ty criterion. 

The mec han ics of pipi ng are also rel ated to seepage forces. The 

' o~: es are assumed to act along the flow 1i nes ( i n the di rec tion of 



f ow) · 
If the flow is vertical to a more or less horizontally exposed 

.1 surface, ' the only force available to counter the seepage force is 
so1 
: e buoyant we ~ght (submerged weight ) of the soil particles. If the 

i s equal to or greater than this weight, the downward force of the 
SP 

501 1 part icles from their weight is overcome and the soil mass is 

~ .s~abl e. When the seepage force exceeds the downward weight of the 

so i l part icles piping (eros i on of particles by the seepage water) can 

~c ur. The F , as previ ously def i ned, is a function of the hydraulic sp 

15 

gra di ent 1 . When the submerged soil weight is equal to the gradient i, 

e system is i n equiJibrium. Therefore the gradient i can be used to 

. e~press the stab ili ty of the soil mass subject to seepage forces. In 

t 1 5 case the grad i ent i is called the critical hydraulic gradient and 

s derived as follows: 

For equilibrium : iyw = Ysu b 

- herefore the critical gradient i s: i = y /y c sub w 

I ere Fsp - seepage fo r ce 

i = hyd rau l ic grad i ent 

Yw = unit we i ght water 

Ys ub ::c un i t submerged we i ght soil 

; :::. crHica 1 gr ad i ent c 

the direct ion of flow i s upwards and i i s equal to 1, the soilc 

~~ er system i s i n equ i l i br i um but unsta ble . If i exceeds 1 ( seepage 
c 

orce per unit vo l ume is greater than the buoyant un i t weight of the 

soi l} the pressu re between the soil particles i s zero and piping can 

~cc r Te r zag hi's permeabilfty criter i on contr ols piping i n the filter 



by insuring that the permeability is high enough that seepage forc es 

having a criti cal gradient will not occur. 

Parcher and Means (4) use Terzaghi's permeability criteri on i n a 

16 

s imil ar approach . They suggest that for the filter to be effective in 

reducing seepage forces to acceptable values the permeabil ity of the 

filter should be 16 or more times the permeabi l ity of the soil (the 

writer assumes that the 16 i s a product of Terzaghi's ratio of 1 to 4). 

Using Hazen's formula to express a ratio of: 

K C( D )2 
filte r f i lter _ 16 

= ---2-- -, 
Ksoi 1 C ( d . • ) 

501 I 

It follows that t o obtain a permeability rati o of 16 to 1, the De of 

the filte r must equal to 4De of t he soil . In additi on, Parcher and 

Means (4) poi nt out t ha t the most effecti e filter i s one that has a 

permeability t hat wou l d reduce t he hydrauli c gradient as fast as 

possi ble . As al ready di scussed , the flow i s assumed t o be equal between 

the soil and the filter , Us ing equal flows and equal areas in the soil 

and filte r one can apply Darcy• s Law : 

Therefor e: V5 - Vf 

Fr om this i t can be seen that as K i ncreases i must necessari ly decrease . 

One has l ittle or no control over the permeability and gradient of the 

soi l but by increasi ng the permeability of the filter a corresponding 

reduction in the gradient will occur, thereby reducing the seepage 

force. 
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Parcher and Means (4) point out that a material having a sinqle 

. ,· ze will have the largest void size (high K) and will be the most 
~rain s 
e ici ent filter material if the voids are small enouqh to retain the 

55 percent s i ze of the soil. 

With rega r d to void size, Taylor (12) used thr ee equal diameter 

s . eres i n the closest packing arrangement possible to demonstrate that 

• r a f ilter having uniform grain sizes a soil particle would have to 

ea diameter less than 6.5 t i mes the di ameter of the filter material 

t o pa ss through . Th i s i s i llustrated in Figure 2. Parcher and Means 

' ~ ) go th rough a similar proof for the loosest possible arrangement, 

. ~ich i nvolves four equal di ameter spher es, and conclude that for this 

~ ran~ ement the so i l would have to have a diameter less than 0.4 times 

: ne diameter of the filter material . This is illustrated in Figure 3. 

i is analysis would suggest that for a filter having a uniform grain 

s1 e the limit i ng di ameter of the filter would be less than 6.5 times 

t e diameter of the soil and perhaps as low as 2.4 times the diameter of 

he soi l if the filter was in a loose-packed arrangement. This suggests 

at Terzaghi's pip i ng cr i te ri on is conservative for close packing and 

da ngerous for loose pack i ng, for filters having uniform grain sizes . 

. owever , experi menta l work by Ge E. Bertram (3) on filters of uniform 

grain s i ze su ggest that e en Taylor ' s value of 6. 5 is conservative in 

~c ual pr acti ce c Ber tram's wo r k i ndica t es that the filter material may 

e as muc h as 10 t i mes the diameter of t he soil before appreciable 

-· J;n s of finE-graine d soi l pas s throug h t he f i l t er. Taylor (12) 

:.;9gests the limiti ng s i ze ra t io would 11 appear to depend only in a 

~~nor degr ee on the po r osity of the f i l t er mate r ial and the sharpness 

: · ~ e ~ir a ins . 11 
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d = 0.1540 
D = 6. 5d 

Figure 2. Spheres with Dense Packing (After 
Taylor, 12) 
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o----

d = 0.4130 
D = 2.42 d 

T 
D 

_l 

Figure 3. Spheres with Loose Packing (After 
Parcher and Means, 4) 
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Later Studies and Developments 

Bertram--1940 

Bertram's work {3) was almost entirely restricted to the study of 

the criteria for uniformly graded filter material {crushed quartz and 

Ottawa sand). The testing apparatus used was a special arrangement of 

a constant head permeability testing device. The test cylinders or 

sample holders were made df lucite to allow visual observations to be 
J 

made during testing. The test cylinders were 2 inches in diameter and 

20 

6 inches in length .. Bertram used hydraulic gradients much larger than 

would be expected to occur in the field, in order to compensate for the 

short duration of the tests. The gradients generally ranged from 6 to 

20, with durations ranging from several minutes to several weeks. The 

test specimens were compacted to densities of either 50 percent or 70 

percent· relative density, depending on the test series. A special 
I 
! 

series of tests were conducted on specimens 4 inches in diameter and 

8 inches in length, to determine if boundary conditions were a considera-

tion. Bertram concluded from the results that the effects of boundary 

were negligible and the 2 inch by 6 inch cylinders were used for all 

other testing. The effects of the direction of flow were also examined 

to see if the results would be affected. It was concluded that the 

direction of flow had no effect on the test results. An interesting 

observation was made by Bertram while attempting to mold test specimen 

in the loosest possible density. Regardless of the care taken in 

preparing the specimen he always ended with at least 50 percent relative 

density. Based on these experiments, Bertram projects that regardless 



of field construction practices filters would always have at least 50 

percent relative density. The writer suspects .that this is true for 

uniformly graded sands only. 

Only a limited number of tests were performed on grade materials, 

because of Bertram's 11 time allotted for ... investigation. 11 

Bertram's conclusions from the results of his work are as 

fo 11 ows: 

1. His results were valid for filters having densities of at least 50 

percent relative density. 

2. Minimum critical .ratios for uniform graded filters are: 

3. The critical ratios are: 

(a) practically independent of grain shape 

(b) 11 fairly 11 constant for the hydraulic gradients investigated, 

which ranged from 6 to 20. 

In addition, Bertram made tentative observations on critical ratios, 
', 

based on limited testing, for graded materials as follows: 

Bertram's conclusions for uniform grain size filter ratios appear 

conservative based on his results. The ratios of o15!d85 ranged from 

8.5 to 15.0 with the average in excess of 10. For the o15/d15 the 

results ranged from 6.5 to 11 .5 with the average well over 9. In the 

writer's opinion, Bertram's data is confined to soil (protected soil 

mass) in the fine sand range. Bertram used no soil having a grain 
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size ~maller than a 200 si~ve. He restricted the filter material to 

an upper medium sand size. In some of the initial tests he even 

washed the "dust" from his samples. 

u.s. Corps of Engineers Investigation--1941 
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In late 1941 the Corps' Waterways Experiment Statio~ (5) published 

a report covering an investigation of the minimum grain size criterion 

for filter materials, which would prevent the infiltration of fine-

grained soil particles into the filter and would prevent the infiltration 

of the filter mat~rial into "various types of commercial under-drain 

pipe." The investigation included the use of pyralin permeameters and 

a 2 feet wide, 4 feet deep, 36 feet long flume. A permeameter using a 

3 inch diameter sample was used in the testing of the penetration of 

fines into a filter material. Generally the relative thickness of the 

soil was small compared to the filter thickness. It was found early 
i 

in the testing that visual observations proved the most reliable way to 

record movement of fines into the filter. Permeabilities were not 

generally measured as in Bertram's studies. 

A permeameter with an 8 3/8 inch diameter was used in testing the 

infiltration of filter material into under-drain pipes. Porous con-

crete or perforated wood discs were used to simulate the walls of 

various types of pipes. The flume was used to test full size sections 

of under-drain pipe placed within a filter. 

After repeated trials a fine sand ranging in size from 0.30 to 0.05 

mm was chosen as the material to represent the "soil II for the small 

permeameter tests. This material was sufficiently small to be trans

ported by very low flows. Small hydraulic gradients were used throughout 
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the investigation. The material used to represent the filter was a 

mixture of coarse sand and medium to small gravel. As testing progressed 

the gradation of the filter material was changed by successively removing 

fines from the material. 

The results of the small permeameter tests confirmed Terzaghi's 

piping criterion as valid. However, several additional requirements 

were suggested. These are covered in the discussion of the conclusions 

of the study. 

A special test (small permeameter) was conducted with a loosely 

packed filter sample { 6. 35 inches high). No II soil II layer was included. 

After flow was initiated the sample container was repeatedly tapped with 

a rubber mallet. Several observations were made. The sample height 

reduced to 6.20 inches. The head less became nonuniform and the permea

bility of the top part of the sample increased. The vibrations induced 

by tapping had caused a migration of filter fines to the bottom of the 

sample and compaction of the sample. It was concluded that all filters 

should be packed densely to avoid such an occurrence. In the field an 

excellent example of a force that would generate vibrations similar to 

those of tapping is an earthquake . 

One very interesting observation made during the small permeameter 

testing was that when there was no apparent movement (based on visual 

observations) of the soil into the filter, manometers attached to the 

test cylinder, indicated that some readjustment had occurred but that it 

wa s limited to the top 1/2 to 3/4 inches of the filter. If one relates 

this to Figure 1 it would seem that the filter skin formed by the pene

tration of the d85 size of the soil is possibly limited to less than 

1 inch. 



Results from the tests using porous concrete discs in the large 

t er permeameter indicated that porous concrete pipes with sealed 
ci ame 
. ints could be used successfully as collectors in filters composed of 

r ·ne to medium sands, without having to add coarser material. Results 

~ tests with pe r forated wooden discs indicated that while a uniform 

ter ma terial was more pervious than a well-graded material of the 

average size, the uniform material would "wash out" more readily S!..., e 

:. an the well-graded material. The results also pointed out that 
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ilters des i gns by o15Jd85 ~ 5 were extremely susceptible to infiltration 

to und erdrain pipes having perforations of 3/8 to 5/8 inches. Tests 

so sug gested that pipes having perforations only on the bottom half of 

t eir per iphery had smaller amounts of infiltration than those having 

;~rforati ons on the top half. Based on all results of the large diameter 

,~nneameter tests i t was concluded that drain pipes having large diameter 

o~en ings requ ired multi-layer filters . . 
I 

The filte r material sel~cted for use with the full size flume 

es ts was a mixture of minus 30-mesh concrete sand (70%) and medium 

. ra el (30%). Densit i es for this materia.l ·ranged fr0m 118 1 bs/cu ft 

brated and tamped) to 104 lbs/cu ft . for the loosest condition. The 

· so il" us ed on top of the filter material was a fine to very fine sand. 

; e ful l s i ze tests generally supported the conclus i ons drawn from the 

~ ge s i ze permeameter tests . All tests with pipe where the joints 

{concrete and clay pipes) were unsealed had excessive infiltration . It 

~-s noted tha t, as ex pected, the infl ows concen t rated at t hese joints. 

e types of pi pe t es ted the tar- coa t ed corrugated (1/4 to 3/8 inch 

- rforation s down) and porous concrete pipes ' with sealed joints were 

:·~ "Os t satisfactory . 
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The conclusions presented in this report are of particular value, 

n a general sense, to designers of collector pipes in fil ters. Because 

f their value they are quoted in their entirety as follows: 

Filter material s 

From the laboratory study of the filter materi als and 
also from the observation of their performance in the flume 
t ests, the following conclusions are summarized: 

a . A fine material will not wash through a filter 
materi al if the 15 per cent size of the filter 
materi al is less tha n five t imes as large as the 
85 per cent size of the f ine base materi al. 

b. In addition to meeting the above size specifica
tion, the grai n size curves for filter and base 
materials should be appraximately parallel i n 
order to minimize washing ef the fine base 
material into the · filter material. [or, at least 
that at equal erdinates to the two curves (filter 
and base materi als) the particle s ize of the 
filter should not be more than a fixed number 
of times (say twenty-f i ve) larger than the particle 
size of the base mater i al . ]* 

c. Fi lter materi al s should be packed densely in order 
t o reduce the possibility of any change in the 
gradation due to movement of the fines. 

d. A f ilter material i s no more likely to fail when 
f l ow i s i n an upward direct i on than otherwise, 
un less the seepage pressure becomes sufficient to 
cause flotation or a "quick" condition of the 
filter . 

e . A well-graded filter materi al is less susceptible 
to runn i ng through the drai n pi pe openings than a 
un i fo rm material of the same average size. How
ever , even a filter mate r ial having a wide range 
of gradation cannot be used successfully over a 
dra i n pipe having la r ge openings, s i nce enough 
fine pa r ticles to cause serious clogging will 
move out of the well-graded materia l into the pipe. 

* I~ ed f rom body of tex t by writer . 



Underdrains 

The tests on the rate of surface infiltration through 
the filter into the pipes indicated the following: 

a. The rate of infiltration through the filter bed 
was not materially limited or affected by any of 
the pipes tested as long as they did not become 
clogged. 

b. Large openings in the drain pipe result in somewhat 
higher rate of infiltration but also increase the 
tendency for filter material to collect in'and 
clog the pipe. 

c. Drain pipes with perforations around only half or 
less of their circumference drain the filter more 
rapidly when the perforations are up, but less 
material will wash in when the perforations are 
down. · 

The tendencies for the filter material to wash into and 
clog the pipe are of primary importance in comparing the 
various commercial pipes. Tests performed to determine the 
amount of materials washed into underdrain pipes showed the 
fo 11 owing: 

a. Perforated drain pipes having many small openings, 
preferably on the underside of the pipe only, and 
porous concrete pipes, are less subject to infil
tration of small gravel and sand than other types 
of drain pipe. The smallest quantities of filter 
material were washed into the porous concrete, the 
perforated metal and the perforated concrete pipes. 
The quantity of material washed into the perforated 
clay with perforations all around the circumference 
was excessive. 

b. The perforated metal and perforated concrete pipe 
should be placed with perforations down. 

c. In the tests of the plain concrete and the clay 
skip pipes, in both of which drainage was concen
trated at the joints, serious quantities of the 
filter material washed into the pipe. 

d. The porous concrete with bevel or lap joint, and 
the perforated concrete and clay with bell and 
spigot joint, should be placed with the joints 
tight and preferably sealed with mortar. 
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e. The porous concrete pipe will also drain without 
clogging in clean, medium-fine sands without other 
filter media, providing the joints are tight. 

Where it is feasible to design and use a graded filter, 
consisting of several layers with coarse gravel near the 
openings of the pipe, pipes with the larger openings would 
probably operate satisfactorily. 

Filter Investigations for Specific Projects 

by Corps--1948 

In January 1948 the Waterways Experiment Station (7) released a 

report of an investigation of drainage fi.lters and fi·lter blankets 

beneath riprap for the E~id and Grenada Dams. The materials used in 

the investigation were native to the respective project sites and were 
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the materials to be used in actual construction. A series of laboratory 

tests were conducted to choose the designs whi£h wauld give optimum 

performance. 

The results of the laboratery investigation for these particlar 
I 

projects are of general interest only but are an excellent example of 

confirming (or changing) 11 paper 11 de5igns wfth·laboratory tests. 

Of specific interest is that one intent of the investigation was to 

again check the validity of the o15;d85 < 5 criterion. In addition, 

several conclusions resulting from the special tests for the dams are 

applicable to general design. 

The filters used in the testing program were designed by the 

foll owing: 

Piping Criterion 015 
(called stability ratio - < 4 
in the report) d85 



Permeability Criterion 
(called permeability 
ratio in the report) 

For perforated collector pipe the following was used: 

Circular holes 
085 

Hole Diameter> 1 .O 

Slots 
085 

Slot Width > 1· 2 

It was further stipulated that while a filter might satisfy the 

piping and permeabJlity criteria, if the filter was composed of a 

material that had an excess or lack of certain sizes (therefore not 
:.· 

uniformly graded) it might still fail. To ~void this behavior, addi-

tion~l requirements were placed on the filter as fellows: 

a. The filter grain size curve should be generally parallel to 

the grain size curve of the protected soil. This can be 

accomplished by: 

Dl 5 ! 
-< 20 
d15 
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b. The filter material should be well-graded over the entire grain 

size curve. It should have no large excess or deficiency of 

intermediate sizes. A deficiency of intermediate sizes will 

increase the tendency to segregate during placement of 

material. 

The results of the tests using the above criteria led to several 

interesting observations on filter performance. All of the soil/filter 

combinations were stable for steady flows (up or down) when o15;d85 
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was less than 4.5, regardless of the grada.tion of the soil or filter. 

The hydraulic gradients used ranged from l to 25. In addition, all 

tests except one were stable for o15;d85 less than 5. However, ratios 

higher than 5 failed under steady flows. Some of the designs, while 

ordinarily stable, would fail when subjected to vibrations (tapping) 

and/or surging. The shape of both filter material and soil grain-size 

curves have considerable effect-on their eombined stability. 

The results of the tests led to the conclusion that when both the 

soil and the filter material are more or less uniformly graded (no 

excess or lack of given grain sizes), the ratio of o15;d85 < 5 is 

adequate for design. Based on the testing for this report and the 

results of previous investigations, additional criteria were recommended 

in the repprt as follows: 

I 
In cases where either th~ filter material or the soil are poorly 

graded it was suggested that the design should be substantiated by 

laboratory testing. 

Corps of Engineers--1953 

In 1953 the Waterways Experiment Station published a report of a 

laboratory investigation on the use of standard concrete sand and gravel 

(as defined by Corps of Engineers Standards) as filter materials (8). 

In addition, the report included a comprehensive study and comparison 

of filter criteria used by the Corps and that used or proposed by other 

agencies or individuals. 
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The laboratory investigation was conducted using special permea

meters which had lucite sample cylinders. The diameters of the cylinders 

used were 2 5/8, 5, and 12 inches. The diameter of the cylinder used 

in any given test was dependent on the particle size of the given sample. 

An arbitrary rule adopted was that the largest particle of a sample 

should be less than l-/10 the diameter of the cylinder used for the test. 

Flow was possible in either an upward er downward direction. A constant 

head tank was used to regulate flow. The procedures used in placing 

the sample, saturation, and permeability testing were generally as 

established by Bertrgm (3). 

All testing analyses investigated the suita·bi-1 ity 0f the following 

ratios and terms: 

Stability Ratio: 
(piping ratio) 

Permeability Ratio: 

Auxiliary Stability 
Ratios: 

Hazen 1 s Uniformity 
Coefficient (Cu) 

015 
d85 

015 
dl5 

050 D15 
-and
d50 dl5 

060 - d60 
-or-
010 dlO 

The filter material used in the testing was, i~ most tase~, an 

artificially blended ~ixtures of standard concrete sand and gravel as. 

described in "Revised Specifications for Concrete Construction for Civil 

Works, 11 U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, March 1946. 

The first series of tests were conducted with filters composed of 

the coarsest permissible concrete sand .. No vibration was applied and 



the hydraulic gradients used were 16, 18, and 26. The filters all had 

C values of 5.6 while that of the soil varied from 1.2 to 2.0. All 
u 

flow was downward. The test results indicated that standard concrete 

sand was a suitable filter material for fine-grained soils. 

The second series of tests were conducted on standard concrete 
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gravel (U ,S. No. 4 sieve to 3/4 inch), and investigated its suitability 

as a filter for standard concrete sand and other selected soils. The 

hydraulic gradients in the soil portion of the sample varied from 2 to 

23. C values for the soil varied from 1.2 to a maximum of 6.1 while 
u 

a value of 2 was maintained for the filter material. Most tests were 

conducted with both upward and downward flows. All tests were performed 

for steady flow conditions and vibration. The results of these tests 

were reported as indicating "to an approximate degree the limiting types" 

of soil which filters constructed of U.S. No. 4 sieve to 3/4 inch gravel 

will protect. For steady flow the "stable" ratios for the finest soil 

tested were: 

015 
-d-~ 6,0 

85 

o,5 
-d-~8.5 

15 

These were limiting ratios when vibratory forces were applied. 

The filter mater ial was also suitable for the protection of standard 

concrete sand, although at the extreme limits of the sand (as the soil) 

and the gravel (as the filter), they were close to the limits of stable 

performance , 

Several observations made during testing are considered worthy of 

a direct quote: 

a. The magnitude of the gradient above a value roughly equal 
to l seems to have little significant effect on the sta
bility of the filter. At higher gradients, however , 



b. 

c. 

susceptibility to piping increases when the filter is 
vibrated. 

The rate of applying the gradient affects the performance 
of a filter . The action resulting from applying the 
gradient ra pidly is similar to applying vibration in that 
the arching or bridging action of the base material is 
temporarily dest royed. 

The downward flow condition is believed to be more 
critical than the upward flow condition only when 
extraneous forces such as vibration or surging are 
present. The hypothesis upon which this is based is 
illustrated on fig . 10 which is a sketch of the upward 
flow condit i on . The presence of the arch accounts for 
the boil i ng action at the contact surface of the base 
since it creates a zone of "free material" where no 
intergranular stresses exist. This effect apparently does 
not influence the stability of the f.i lter combinations. 
In downward· flow, the arch is also present but the 
"free material" falls into or through the filter 
material . When vibration is applied and causes break
down of the arch in the upward flow condition, it is 
pro bable that the "free mater i al " present hinders the 
flow of materi al to some extent until a new arch forms. 

Filter[ 
Particles 

Fi g. 10 . Archin g phenomenon at contac t surface of 
filter and base, upward flow 
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The third and final series of tests was conducted on mixtures of 

sand and gravel. These tests were conducted without a soil layer and 

were intended to check the resistance of the filter material to internal 

segregation and piping. Only a few combinations of sand and gravel 

were tested and of those tested the mixture containing 70 percent sand 

and 30 percent gravel performed best. 

The review of existing filter criteria performed by the Waterways 

Experiment Station included a number of studies already discussed in 

this Chapter. A summary of the studies and their proposed criteria is 

shown in Table I, ps taken from the Corps• report (8). 

The report points out that for a uniform grain-size soil {particles 

approximately the same size) little difficulty is experienced in filter 

design. With soils having wide variations in particle size the grada

tion of the soil becomes a consideration. Most filter criteria are 

based on the idea that if the 85 percent size of the soil is retained by 
! 

the filter the soil will be in a stable condition or will not pipe into 

the filter. Test data support the fact that for widely graded soils the 

particle size of the soil which will hold the soil mass in place is a 

function of the gradation of the soil. 

In addition, the pore size of the filter affects the design of the 

filter. The permeability of uniform material varies as the square of 

the 10 to 20 percent size of the material, and as the square of the pore 

size. This suggests that the 10 to 20 percent size is directly related 

to the pore size. Terzaghi 1 s criteria relate the permeability and pore 

size to the 15 percent size of the material. However, the 15 percent 

size of a filter is only an approximate measure of the pore size of 



Jnvcstir-;c:?.tors 

Tcb~t!gbi 
1922 

Bertram 
1939 

Newton 
and 

Hurley 
1940 

Waterways 
Exp~rin:cnt 
Station 

1941 
1948 

Office, Chief 
of 

Engineers 

U. s. Bureau 
of Reclama
tion 
1947 

TABLE I 

SUMMARY OF FILTER DESIGN CRITERIA 
(After Corps of Engineers, 8) 

Ence 
f·laterinl 

Filter 
·1-~~tcrial 

Unc-crt~i.n whether criteria based on 
expcri~ents or conservative reasoning 

Uniform quartz 
and Ottawa sands 

Uniform quartz 
and Otta\la sands 

Uell-g:::aded erav- Natural b::mk 
clly ~and gravels •. Fi ner 

sizes succes
sively screened 
out. Fairly 
uniform :filters 

Rondom material 
types. Fine to 
coarse sands 

All types 

Artificially 
blended I!!ateri
a ls of various 
ranges inc.:lud
ing uniform 
material 

Rnndo1.1 types in
cluding natural 
pit-run gravels 

Concrete sand and 
coarse aggreg..ite 
generally recom
n:ended 

Artificially 
blended uniform 
filters 

Artificially 
blended 'well
graded filters 

Providence All types Certc.in eeneral 
types rccom
n:ended 

District, CE 
1942 

Criteria 
revelop<::d 

Gradation of fil
ters should be 
mere or less . par
allel to base. 
Filter should ce 
\lcll e;raded 
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Filter design curve 

Dl5F 
Cu of base vs~ 

15 
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uniform materials and is, in many instances, unsatisfactory for widely 

graded materials. 

The report attempted to correlate the results of over a hundred 

filter tests from previous studies of the Corps and others, in an 

effort to derive empirical criteria for the design of filters. The 

test results used in the correlation were from the studies tabulated in 

Table I. Plots of curves for o15;d85 versus the uniformity coefficient 

(Cu) of both the protected soil and filter material were made. From 

these plots it was concluded that the maximum allowable ratio for 

o15;d85 appeared to dec_rease as the uniformity coefficient of the soil 

increased and when the uniformity coefficient exceeded 3, the ratio 

might not be sufficient by itself to insure filter stability (no piping:). 

The curves also supported observations made by other studies [e.g. 

Bertram (3)] that for very uniform soils (Cu< 1.5) the o15;d85 ratio of 

less than 5 could be overly conservative. The o15;d85 versus Cu of the 

filter indicated that the increase of the value of Cu had little effect 

on filter performance but that there was a tendency for the majority of 

unstable filter-soil combinations to involve a very uniform filter. 

Curves for o15;d15 versus o15;d85 suggested that limiting ratios of 

20 and 5, respectively, may be conservative in some instances. The 

o15;d15 ratio could be as high as 40 but the use of this high value 

would be unsafe unless confirmed by laboratory testing for the particular 

filter design. 

Several other curves were developed but of most interest is a plot 

of o15;d15 versus Cu of the soil. The plot is illustrated in Figure 4 

(14). Two curves are developed on the plot, Curve I separates the 
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stable and unstable soil-filter combinations for steady flow. Curve II 

separates stable and unstable conditions for designs subjected to vibra

tion. Curve I implies that the limiting value of the ratio of o15!d15 

approaches 40. This limitfog value was supported by the testing for 

this report (8), and by work performed by the Bureau 0f Reclamation. 

The use of Curve I for design purposes is limited. It can not be used 

for gap-graded soils, without modification, since the value of Cu for 

such materials may have little effect unless normally graded at least 

below the 60 percent size. The report suggests that "in general, if 

the material is gap-graded below this size, it. is believed a reasonable, 

and conservative, filter can be designed by assigning a uniformity 

coefficient based only on ·the slope of the lower portion of the grain

size curve." It is also suggested that designs be checked by laboratory 

testing. It was also suggested that Curve I is too conservative for 

relatively fine-grained soils having too low a permeability to allow any 

quantity of flow or movement of ·soil particles. The use of Curve I is 

limited to stability (piping) characteristics of the filter and to 

filters which do not have a deficiency or excess of certain sizes. 

The differences between Curves I and II were presumed to be due to 

arching. The curve differences suggest that the maximum allowable 

ratio of o15;d15 under steady flow is approximately twice that for flow 

under vibratory and surging effects. The arching phenomenon is 

apparently destroyed or reduced when vibration is introduced, but 

usually redeveloped when vibration is stopped. The arching effect is 

also subject to how the gradient is applied. When the gradient was 

raised instantaneously, arching was appreciably affected. Several 
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special tests using metal plat~s with circular holes conducted to 

observe arching suggested that the arching effect increased with 

decreasing void ratios, which suggests that a certain critical void 

ratio exists fqr a given hole size. Above this void ratio the material 

is too loose for an arch to form. In one test a hole in the metal plate 

approximately four times as large as the sand particles effectively helc 

back the sand. Gradients as large as 400 (assuming laminar flow at 

holes) failed to destroy the arch but a slight vibration was sufficient 

to temporarily destroy the arch. 

The report comments on Terzaghi's permeability criterion of 4 as 
•' 

being "suited for establishing the lower limit of the permeability 

ratio when the gradients are relatively low. 11 It was reported that the 

maximum permeability occurred between uniformity coefficients of 2 and 

3. 

Concerning segregation the report states: 
I 

Uniform filter m~terials possess the qualities of good 
permeability characteristics and very little tendency 
towards segregation. Widely graded filter materials have 
the advantage of producing a dense, compact mixture with 
little tendency to erode or pipe. They will tend to segre
gate, however, depending on the range and shape of the grain
size curve and methods of handling and placement. Gap
graded and concave-shaped curves will tend to segregate more 
than convex-shaped curves for the same range of particle 
sizes. It appears that well-graded (straight-line distri
bution) materials, having a range of approximately one 
cycle of grain size on a semilogarithmic plot, will 
probably produce the most balanced filter material. 

' . 

In summary, the report drew conclusions as follows: 

The following conclusions were qerived from the 
results of the tests performed in this investigation and 
from correlation of these results with those of similar 
studies. 



a. Standard concrete sand filter. 

(1) Standard concrete sand (CE) is a suitable 
filter material for all materials coarser 
than the loess tested, and is also considered 
suitable for fine-grained soils because of the 
low seepage velocities in such soils. 

b. Standard concrete g~avel filter. 

(1) Standard concrete gravel (CE), No. 4 to 3/4 
in., filter can protect effectively a standard 
concrete sand (CE) base material. 

(2) Based on the tests with concrete gravel filters 
with a widely graded base material Cu~ 4, 

D15F . 
filter-base combinations having a U--S ratio 

15 
as high as 40 appear satisfactory.· 

c. Mixture of concrete sand and gravel filters. 

(1) The most suitable filter material composed of 
a mixture of standard concrete sand and gravel 
aggregates is one having approximately 70 per 
cent sand and 30 per cent gravel. This is 
based only on considerations regarding internal 
stabqity and permeability characteristics. 

:! 

d. Review of filter criteria. 

{l) Correlation of all assembled filter data 
indicates that the present Waterways Experi
ment Station filter criteria for stability 
D15F D50F Dl5F . 
rr-13 ~ 5, ~ ~ 25, U--S ~ 20, are generally 
.85 50 15 

satisfactory but are somewhat too conservative 
in the case of very uniform base materials and 
base materials that are widely graded. The · 
above criteria are considered suitable where 
vibration or surging may be expected. For 
steady flow conditions the following extensions 
appear warranted: 

(a) For very uniform base materials (C < 1.5) u 
D15F 

the~ ratio may be increased to 6. 
85 
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(b) For widely graded base materials (C > 4) 
u o15F . 

the u-13 ratio may be extended to 40. 
15 

(2) A more general filter criterion is suggested 
consisting of a modification of the filter 
design curve developed by the former Providence 
District, CE. The filter design curve (see 
curve I, fig. 17) is based on results of tests 
on very uniform and widely graded base materials. 

(3) Where a filter combination may be subjected to 
vibration or surging, a tentative design pro
cedure using curve II (fig. 17) is suggested. 

(4) Both graded and uniform materials are satis
factory for filters as regards holding a base 
materi~l in place. Gap-graded materials and 
materials so widely graded that they tend to 
segregate during placement are not recommended. 

(5) If, for any reason, there is doubt concerning 
the applicability of the above criteria, lab
oratory tests are recommended for determina
tion of final design. 

(6) For sands having idealized gradations and the 
same 015 size, the greatest permeability occurred 
at a uniformity coefficient (Cu) of approxi
mately 2.7, with lower permeabilities for Cu 
values less and greater than this value. The 
lowest permeabilities resulted when the C 
was greater than about 4-0 u 

The "fig, 17 11 referred to is the same as Figure 4 in this paper. 

K. P. Karpoff (USBR)--1955 
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Karpoff (9), a materials engineer for the Bureau of Reclamation, 

conducted a study of design criteria for protective filters in the mid-. 

1950 1 s. The model testing apparatus employed 8 inch diameter trans-

parent plastic cylinders as sample holders. The hydraulic heads used 

ranged between 2 feet and 30 feet for the series of tests. The study 
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included filters made of both uniform and graded subrounded sand and 

gravels and crushed rock. Karpoff defined a uniform material as one 

having an approximate straight line distri'bution (no tails at extreme 

sizes or significance changes in slope) gradation curve, with the major 

particle size variation being limited to one to three particle size 

divisions (sieve sizes?) on the USBR gradation curve sheet. A graded 

filter material was defined as a 11 poorly 11 or 11 well-graded 11 material 

having a concave, convex, s-shape, or straight-line distribution grada

tion curve. 

Karpoff departs some~hat from the general use of the 85 and 15 

percent grain sizes as indices for the criteria ratios. He suggested 

that the characteristics of a uniformly graded material result from the 

"degree of fineness, as represented by the mean grain size, which is 

approximately represented by the 050 grain size 11 • For natural or pro

tected soil Karpoff suggests that the mean grain sizes are between 40 

and 60 percent, thus d50 size was used as an index. For graded filter 

materials, the degree of fineness, the range and shape of the gradation 

curve, and the skewness of the curve toward the fine or coarse sizes 

were considered as characterizing the materials. Because of the more 

complicated characteristics of graded materials Karpoff concluded that 

it was necessary to specify two definite points for ratio criteria 

between the soil and the filter material, A study of filter gradation 

curves for materials used in the study indicated that the mean grain 

size ranged between the approximate sizes of 40 and 60 percent (as 

defined by percent passing). Therefore an average size of 50 percent 

passing was chosen as one point and the 15 percent passing size was 



arbitrarily selected as the second point, since it was believed that 

the finer grain sizes affected permeability and particle movement. 

The criteria resulting from the study were adopted by the USBR for 

the design of protective filters. The criteria for subr.ounded material: 

are as follows: 

Uniform Grain-Size Filter: 
050 5 to 10 d50 -

0 015 Graded Filters: 50 = 12 to 58; 12 to 40 
~ dl5 -

Graded filters should also met the following: 

a. Filter material should pass the U,S. Bureau of Standards 3 

inch screen, to minimize segregation and bridging during 

placement, 

b. To prevent the excessive movement of fines into the filter or 

into drainage pipes, the filter material should not contain 

more than 5 p~rcent of minus U.S. No. 200 sieve material, 

c. The gradation curves of the filter material and the protected 

soil should be approximately parallel in the range of finer 

sizes, since the performance of the filter is 'dependent on the 

11 skewness 11 of the filter gradation curve toward the finer size 

particles, which give support to the fines in the soil, 

d. The maximum size of the perforations or joint openings in 

collector (underdrain) pipes should be one-half of the 085 of 

the filter material (Karpoff reported that this criterion had 

proved satisfactory in a 11 filter tests conducted in the labo

ratory), and 
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e. If the soil contains particles larger than U.S. No. 4 sieve 

size, lthe filter should be designed for the portion of the soil 

smaller than the No. 4 size. 

For crushed rock filters, Karpoff stated that the studies did not 

provide sufficient data such that criteria could be developed for both 

uniform and graded filters. He labelled the crushed rock criteria as 

tentative. These criteria are as follows: 

D50 D15 
ct = 9 to 30; - = 6 to 18 

50 dl 5 

Karpoff noted that all filters designed by the adopted criteria 

were 11 stable in all respects 11 • He stated that filters 11 designed outside 

the coarse limit shown by this paper, but within the coarse limit of the 

other criteria showed a visible instability 11 • The 11 other criteria 11 

Karpoff refers to are those developed by Bertram (3). Karpoff also 

observed that a o15;d85 ratio of 4 for particular cases was too high. 

Criteria Currently Used by Corps of Engineers 

The following criteria are found in part or entirely in a number o· 

Corps' design manuals (15) (16) (17) (18) (19). 

Sta bi 1 ity or Piping Criterion: 

If crushed rock is used for the filter material the ratio of 5 may be 

too high and laboratory tests should be used to confirm design. 

Permeability Criterion: 



Other Criterion: 

D 
_2Q. < 25 
d50 -
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If the protected soil is a medium to highly plastic clay without 

sand or silt particles the o15;d85 and o50;d50 criteria may require a 

multi-layer filter structure. For clay soils the 015 size may be as 

large as 0.4 mm and the o50;d50 criterion may be disregarded. This 

relaxation of criteria for clays will allow the use of a single layer 

filter in most cases, but the filter should be well-graded and should 

have a coefficient of un~formity (Cu) of 20 or less to prevent segrega

tion of the filter material. Cohesive soils have an inherent resistance 

to piping because of their cohesive property and tensile strength. 

Collector Pipe Criteria: 

Slots (rectangle or square): 085 > 1.2 
Slot Width 

C" l H l i 085 > 1 0 ircu ar O es: Hole Diameter · 

Porous Concrete: 15 percent size of aggregate in pipe< 5 
085 

The criterion for porous concrete pipe is conservative and is used since 

no proven criterion is available. 



CHAPTER IV 

MAJOR FILTER APPLICATIONS 

General Applications 

Mineral aggregate filters, when properly designed and constructed, 

can provide permanent security against the damaging effects of seepage 

through soilso Filters are generally used to intercept the seepage flow 1 

collect it, and discharge it through either the filter media itself or 

through an internal {buried in the filter) drainage pipe. Filters of 

some form are used in various ways, ranging from the control of seepage 

through multi-million dollar earth dams to draining agricultural land. 

Earth Dam and Levee Applications 

Filters are of major importance in seepage control in earth dams 

and levees. The filters may have a numbei of shapes and locations 

within the earth structureo A prime example of the use of a filter is 

the so-called "chimney drain" illustrated in Figure 5(a). The chimney 

may be either inclined, as in the illustration, or vertical. Based 

on the writer's experience, the cross-sectional width should be around 

10 feet (minimum)o This dimension must, for practical reasons, be 

compatible with construction equipment. Too narrow a width, while 

satisfactory from the viewpoint of seepage control, could complicate 

the actual chimney construction. The outlet for discharge may be a 
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downstream horizontal continuation of the chimney with a toe drain. Tl 

horizontal portion may be continuous for the length of the chimney or 

may have a "finger drain" configuration, depending on the expected 

discharge or other considerations, such as topography. 

The filter configuration illustrated in Figure 5(b) will, in the 

writer's opinion, have limited application. However, one excellent 

example would be where excessive seepage was expected along an interfac 

between embankment and in situ foundation soil. The filter would then 

run longitudinally the length of the embankment. The collector drain 

pipe could be either perforated or have open joints, depending on the 

filter design. 

Figure 5(c) illustrates the use of a filter with a rock toe. Base, 

on observations by the writer, the applications of such a system are 

limited. In theory the rock toe should extend to a height that would 

intercept the line of seepage through the embankment. If the embank

ment was a homogenous mass, an accurate analysis of the seepage path 

would be possible. However, in practice, few if any, embankments ever 

approach a/homogenous condition. All embankments are stratified to 

some degree because of the variations in soil properties, even for 

soils of the same classif1cition. In addition, the lift method of 

constructing embankments affects stratification and particularly 

horizontal permeabilities, which in turn affect the seepage paths. If 

the upper limit (line of seepage) is not intercepted by the filter-rock 

toe, it is not effective and the stability of the embankment is 

endangered, as the upper downstream slope could become wet and/or eroded 



The writer can not see any instance, in which seepage control is 

required, that the chimney drain would not be preferred to a rock toe 

drain. 
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The upstream slope (reservoir side) of earth embankments requires 

protection from such hazards as wave erosion and floating ice or debris 

damage. One method of protection which is often used is to place a 

blanket of riprap (rock fragments) on the face of the upstream slope. 

A bedding layer or filter is required between the riprap and the embank

ment to prevent the fine grained soils in the embankment from moving 

into the riprap. In additio~, the filter should be designed such that 

it will not pipe into the riprap. Because of the extreme differences 

between the void spaces in the riprap and the particle sizes of the 

embankment material, a multi-layer filter is often required. Filter 

layers should be a minimum of 8 inches thick {20) .. Figure 5(d) 

illustrates a slope protected by riprap with a filter. 

Airfields 

For satisfactory performance the substructure of paved surfaces 

many times requires that the base course and subgrade be drained of 

surface infiltration and/or groundwater present in pervious in situ 

strata. 

For airfields, the Corps (15) breaks subdrainage into three 

categories; base, subgrade, and intercepting. As a gen~ral guide the 

requirements for base drainage, where the base is subject to inundation 

may be determined from the following tabulation: 



a) Chimney Drain 

b) Longitudinal Filter with Collector Pipe 

_·X __ 

c) Rock Toe with Filter 

d) Riprap with Filter 

Figure 5. Typical Filter Uses for Earth Dams 
(After Cedergren, 2) 

Toe 
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Depth 

8 

TABLE II 

BASE DRAINAGE REQUIRED IF SUBGRADE PERMEABILITY 
LESS THAN LISTED VALUE (After Corps, 15) 

Groundwater Permeability ( K) 
(ft) (ft per min) 

< 8 -5 1 . 0 x 1 o _6 
to 25 1.0 x 10_7 

> 25 1.0 x 10 

The subgrade should be drained if seasonal fluctuations in the 

groundwater level rise in the subgrade to within one foot below the 

bottom of the base course. Similarly, if seepage through pervious 

zones may be expected to affect the local elevation of the groundwater 
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such that groundwater will rise to within one foot of the bottom of the 

base course then an interception drain should be installed to intercept 

the seepage flows. Figure 6 illustrates a typical base drain, Figure 7 

illustrates a typical subgrade drain and Figure 8 shows a typical inter-

ceptor drain. 

The term 11 drain 11 refers to a filter with a perforated, porous or 

open joint collector pipe. The pipe bedding (filter material) should 

be a minimum of 6 inches in depth. The total cross-sectional area 

of discharge pipes should be adequate to carry the maximum inflows 

expected. In areas where frost penetration must be considered in the 

design, the depth of cover over the pipe (to the center line of pipe) 

should be at least the depth of frost action. 
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Figure 6. Typical Details of Base Drain Installations 
(After Corps of Engineers, 15) 
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The permeability of the base course plays an important part in 

the complete design. The referenced Corps• manual (15) suggests 

coefficients of permeabilities (K) for remolded (compacted) sand and 

gravel as follows: 

TABLE I II 

AVERAGE COEFFICIENTS OF PERMEABILITIES (K) 
FOR REMOLDED SAND AND GRAVEL. 

Percent by Weight 
Passing 200 Sieve 

3 
5 

-10 
15 

. 25 

(After Corps, 15) 

K - Remolded Samples 
(ft per min) 
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The permeability K of crushed rock without many fines wi 11 

generally exceed one foot per minute. For uniformly graded sands, the 

K value may be 4 times as large in the horizontal direction (parallel 

to compaction planes) as values resulting from laboratory tests on 

remolded (compacted) samples. For other materials the difference may 

be as great as 10. Table IV suggests values of K for sands and sand

gravel mixtures. In addition, the Table suggests methods (laboratory 

or indirect methods) for determining K values. If the base is composed 

of several layers of different materials a reasonable weighted value of 

K may be obtained from the following equation: 
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Where K = weighted value for entire base course structure (ft per min) 

Kn= value for n layer (ft per min) 

dn = thickness of n layer (ft). 

The design of a subdrainage systems which uses internal collector 

pipes should have provisions for checking the performance of the system 

at given points in the system. This may be accomplished by requiring 

manholes, observation basins, or capped risers at key points in the 

system. These features·would also permit the system to be flushed, if 

required during the system life. 

An excel~ent paper by Casagrande and Shannon (21) deals with 

general base course saturation problems and their analyses. 

Highways 

Seepage, surface infiltration, and groundwater control via mineral 

aggregate filters for highways require the application of design pro-

cedures similar to those used for airfields. In the writer's opinion, 

both types of structures involve the same considerations and design 

methods. In practice, highways offer more challenge to the designer. 

Highways, because of their length, encounter a myriad of terrain, soil, 

and groundwater conditions generally not encountered in an airfield 

facility. Highways con~tructed on the sides of hilly terrain are 

particularly susceptible to damage from both surface and subsurface 

water. In areas where groundwater conditions are severe, highways can· 

not be expected to perform adequately without proper subsurface drainage. 



Lovering (22) states that with the present day trend toward the 

elimination of side ditches, wider lanes, and paved shoulders, the 
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need for properly designed subsurface drainage has become more demanding. 

He further suggests that while culverts are selected with great care to 

insure adequate capacity for surface runoff, the subsurface drainage 

system is designed with little consideration as to its required capacity. 

To illustrate, Lovering cites a hypothetical example where a one-foot 

thick filter placed on a sixty-foot wide section of saturated soil 

having a 2 percent slope (i = 0.02) toward the underdrains and a K of 

10 feet per day (similar to a gravel-sand mix} would be capable of 

carrying a little less than 3 gallons {0.37 cu ft) of groundwater to the 

underdrain per day. If the soil adjacent to the filter had a K of 0.2 

feet per day (similar to an inorganic silt) and a slope of 4 percent 

(i = 0.04) the soil would try to yield approximately 3.6 gallons 

(0.48 cu ft) per day to the filter. It is evident that an excess of 

0.11 cu ft exists which could result in an increase_in hydrostatic 

pressure sufficient to lift the pavement and result in its failure. 

Another interesting possibility pointed out by Lovering is when the 

permeability of a long continuous filter (as often found in highways) is 

reduced (because of segregation or minor changes in gradation of filter 

material). When the filter is filled to capacity, such reductions in 

permeability would act as checks or barriers to flow, resulting in an 

increase in head which in turn could result in excessive uplift, causing 

pavement failure. Lovering suggests closely spaced cross-drains or 

outlets to reduce length of flow. He suggests that the cross-drain 

(perpendicular to highway alignment) be cut after the filter and base 



have been placed. The cuts would insure that water would enter the 

cross-drains and not bypass them by flowing along compaction planes in 

the base or filter. 

Other Applications 
', 

Mineral aggregate filters may be used to remove subsurface seepage 

and/or groundwater in most instances when it affects the function or 

integrity of a facility. The previously discussed examples are the 

major (with regard to size) applications, but filters are used to contr 

subsurface flows behind retaining walls, to intercept groundwater 

around building perimeters, and in the development of some wells. In 

all cases each application must stand on its own and the criteria must 

be used in an analysis suited to the conditions. 

Filter Economics 

Cedergren and Lovering (24) and Cedergren (23) have conducted 

studies into the use of layered filters, based on economics. Cedergren 

(23) cites an example where a large dam had an internal drainage systerr 

whose cost represented 15 percent of the project cost. Under full head 

the system had a discharge capacity of 3 gallons per minute. The cost 

per gallon per minute of discharge capacity was over $15,000. A simila 

example was a highway drainage system which had,a gallon per minute 

capacity cost of $50,000. Both structures suffered damage because of 

inadequate drainage capacity of the systems. Cerdergren (23) suggests 

the low capacities resulted fr-om the filters being "pre-clogged" by 

their own fines. Both papers (23) (24) suggest the use of a layered 

or "sandwich" type filter structure, where a coarse (one-sized gravel 
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or rock) is enclosed by enveioping layers of finer material which would 

prevent piping of the protected or water-bearing soil. This filter 

structure would be required where an appreciable quantity of seepage is 

to be removed. The inner layer of rock or gravel, called the 11 con-

ductor or conveyor, 11 would serve as the flow channel for the seepage. 

In the writer's opinion it would act and serve the same purpose as a 
\ 

collector pipe. For low quantities of seepage, a single layer filter 

shoul-0 be adequateo 

In the cost comparisons presented, the cost for conducting l gallon 

per minute of seepage a distance of 100 feet ranged from $90,000: for 

a single layer filter of washed concrete sand, high in fines, to $3.50 

for a layered filter using 1 inch diameter gravel enclosed in "fine 

filter" (23) (24). 

While the studies fail to make a cost comparison with a system 

using a collector pipe as the "conductor" and surely do not reflect 
I 

price differences in the cost of materials in different regions, they do 

strongly point out the possible advantages of multi-layer filters. 



CHAPTER V 

FILTER CONSTRUCTION 

General 

Cedergren (2) emphasizes the extreme importance of filter specifica

tions and good construction practice when he states, "No other single 

feature of many civil engineering works is more vital to long, trouble

free performance than the drainage features. The need for high quality 

workmanship in the construction of drains cannot be overemphasized. 

Well written, enforceable specifications are a prerequisite for good 

quality constructiono" Regardless of how good the laboratory testing 

results or how detailed and comprehensive the analysis and design, if 

proper specifications and construction practices are not used the filter 

can be completely worthless and even a danger to the structure. 

Specifi cati ans 

Specifications generally do not deal with the physical dimensions 

of the drain or filter; Such details as thickness, width, slope, and 

location are presented in a set of contract plans prepared in conjunction 

with the specifications. The major aspects covered in the specifica

tions are type of material (quality) to be used (sometimes a particular 

source of the material is specified), the gradation(s) of the material(s) 

the method and degree of compaction, laboratory tests required (for 
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material quality and final compaction), and the control the project 

engineer has over the contractor 1 s operation. 

The material to be used in the construction is of paramount 

importance. From the view point of economics, using material available 

oh-site is preferred. However, naturally occurring sands and gravels 

vary widely in gradation within a given borrow area. They are often 

·Stratified with a.n indivi'dual stratrum containing significant 

differences in percent fines (or coarse particles) and may be inter

bedded with clay or silt strata. Removing overlying overburden deposits 

must be accomplished ~ith care or the underlying sand and/or gravel may 

become contaminated. Natural deposits must be explored through drilling 

to prove they are adequate, both in quality and quantity. The design 

engineer must be satisfied through exploration and testing (generally 

compaction, gradation, and permeability is required) that the amount of 

borrow is sufficient for the proposed drainage system and that the values 

used to design the filter accurately represent the borrow material. 

Natural deposits may often require washing and/or screening to develop 

the required gradation. 

Specifications are often inconsistent with intent. They are 

vaguely worded, contain omissions, and are generally unenforceable. 

Specifications should av6id general terms such as pervious or free 

draining unless specifically tied to requirements for gradation, 
' 

soundness, and permeability in a manner that wi 11 insure that the desired 

physical properties are obtained (2). When particular gradations are 

required the 11 time and place 11 of sampling and testing should be clearly 

defined in the specifications since many a.ggregates will break down 
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(producing a great percent of fines) due to abrasion during excavation= 

hauling, placement, and compaction (2). The methods of testing should 

also be specified (ASTM, etc.) and should be consistent with methods 

employed during design. The method of compaction (type of equipment tc 

be used) and the type tests to be used to measure in place densities 

(Standard Proctor, relative density, etc.) should be specified. 

Cedergrene (2) cites an example of a specification which resulted 

in an inadequate structure. 

A gravel drain shall be constructed in the downstream 
portion of the embankment to the lines, grades, and dimen
sions shown on the plans, or as directed by the Engineer in 
the field. The gravel shall be clean, well graded, free 
draining and contain no cobbles greater than 6 inches in 
diameter. Suitable gravel is available in the banks of the 
river from to feet downstream from the center 
of the dam, but some care in selecting the gravel may be 
required to insure its being clean and free-draining. 

Cedergren points out that the only firm control the project engineer 

had over the material used for the filter was to limit its maximum 

particle size to less than 6 inches with all other requirements reduced 

to a matter of opiniono As a result the contractor was careless in 

developing the borrow area and the material to be used in the filter 

was contaminated with excessive percentages of overburden (clay and 

silt}, resulting in a filter that was impervious. Cedergren (2) points 

out the extreme difficulty in writing specifications that will cover 

every minute detail. He suggests that .. a reasonable level of integrity 
-

on the part of the contractor must be assumed''. The writer has reason-

able doubt as to the validity of such an assumption. Cedergren (2) 

offers an example specification that would produce a satisfactory job 

as follows: 



The aggregate used shall be composed of hard, durable 
mineral particles free from organic matter, clay balls, soft 
particles, and other impurities or foreign matter. When 
tested by Test No.~' when sampled after being compacted 
in the work, the material shall conform to the following 
grading requirements: 

Percent passing 
Sieve No. or size by weight 

1 1/2 in. 100 
3/4 in. 50 to 100 
No. 4 20 to 40 
No. 16 7 to 20 
No. 50 0 to 5 
No. 100 0 to 2 

Drain gravel shall be placed with spreader boxes or 
other approved equipment in horizontal lifts not over 12 
inches in thickness before compaction. To minimize 
segregation and to facilitate its compaction, the material 
shall be thoroughly saturated at the time of its placement 
and compaction. Each lift will be compacted with -~-passes of a __ roller weighing __ lbs per linear foot. 

The material as placed and compacted in the work shall 
be free- of segregation and free of all contaminating materials. 
If unsatisfactory materials, or contamination are permitted 
in the work, the unsatisfactory materials shall be removed 
to the satisfaction of the Engineer and replaced with 
acceptable materials at no additional cost to the owner. 

The drain shall always be maintained at least 12 inches 
above adjacent embankment zones. At no place shall the 
dimensions be smaller than those given in the drawings or 
stated in the specifications. Equipment crossovers shall 
be limited to not more than two at any given level of the 
embankment. Each crossover shall be cleaned of all contamin
ating materials to the satisfaction of the Engineer and 
approved by the Engineer before additional drain materials 
are placed in these areas. 

In cases of dispute over the acceptability of any 
portion of the placed materials, referee samples weighing 
100 lbs shall be secured by the Engineer for testing. If 
such a sample fails to meet the specification requirements, 
all of the material represented by the sample shall be con
sidered unacceptable and shall be removed to the complete 
satisfaction of the Engineer. 
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The Corps of Engineers generally defines the requirements of the 

filter material as 11 well graded between the prescribed limits 11 and that 

it 11 sha 11 be compos ed of tough, durable particles, sha 11 be reasonably 

free from thin, flat and elongated pieces, and shall contain no organic 

matter nor soft, friable particles in quantities considered objection

able by the Contracting Officer. 11 One manual (16) states that it is 

imperative that the gradation of the material be closely controlled to 

meet the requirements res ul ti ng from the design and that while the des 

criteria may appear restricti ve in some instances, 11 The importance of 

filters does not pe:mit any wide deviation. 11 

Construction 

After ha ving obta i ned a suitable material for the filter several 

additional .important aspects of construction still remain. The major 

items of concer n requiring control are the placement and compaction oi 

the filter material < Extr eme care should be exercised in the placemer 

of the material to avoid segregat i on of the material. Filter materia· 

generally mixtures of sand and gravel, are particularly susceptible tc 

segregation of pa rticl e s i zes. Segregation can occur during hauling · 

the material is subjected to bumps and jarri ng from rough roads or ma: 

occur if 11 worked 11 excessi vely dur i ng placement by 11 blading 11 back and 

forth. It should be placed in uniform layers at the required loose 

li ft thickness . Proper compaction will minimize the possibility oft 

mig ration of f i nes, both during construction and the life of the filt 

Most filter material would be conside r ed cohesionless . In the 

majority of cases either standard or modified proctor densities are 



meaningless for·cohesionless material, particularly if clean (free of 

excess fines) as most materials for filter use should ideally be. The 

required density for compatted filter sands and/or gravels should be 

based on laboratory relative density tests. The Corps of Engineers 

generally requires that cohesionless fills be compacted to an average 

relative density of 85 percent with a minimum relative density of 80 

percent allowed. 

Cohesionless.materials may be best compacted by steel-wheel 

vibratory ro1lerso Rubber-tired rollers may also give acceptable 

densities. 
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The Bureau of Reclamation, USDI lists several important compaction 

factors to consider in its 1960 Earth Manual (25). The reader will note 

that the percent relative density required by the USBR differs from the 

Corps of Engineers requirement. The USBR gives the following guides 
\ 

for filter construction: 

(1) The subgrade before filter placement should be 
firm and, if necessary, be lightly tamped or rolled. 

(2) Clean filter material should have sufficient 
water content (3 to 10 percent) during placement, and the 
placement method should be such that segregation is pre
vented. 

(3) Thin filters are usually firmly compacted with 
light flat rollers, or are tamped to a firm condition. 
Unless otherwise specified, thick filters are compacted to 
70 percent relative density in a manner similar to free
dra1n1ng sand-gravel backfill to prevent settlement. 

(4) The filter layers for coarse filter material (3-
inch maximum size) are usually not less than 8 inches in 
thickness, and layers of finer filter material are often of 
6-inch minimum thicknesso However, for severe field con
ditions such as high head, variations in base material, 
or filter gradations which are near the extreme coarse 
limit, the minimum thickness of 8 inches may be specified. 
For zoned filters these minimum thicknesses may be 
specified and are maintained for each layer. 



(5) Where drainage pipe is used in a filter system, 
the capacity of the pipe should be sufficient to collect 
the seepage water and to conduct it to a place of discharge. 

(6) While the pipe is being laid, the openings are 
often protected-from- inflow of fines of the filter material 
by burlap or other suitable permeable material. 
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The above guides appear to have been adopted from the experimental 

work by Karpoff (9). Karpoff recommendations are given below for 

comparison: 

1. The subgrade before placement of filter material 
has to be slightly compacted by means of a light roller, 
or by other suitable compaction equipment and smoothed with 
a light flat roller or pneumatic roller. These measures 
are necessary for filling depressions and holes that might 
cause unequal settlement of a drain. 

2. The clean filter material should have sufficient 
moisture content (3 to 10 per cent) during placement to 
prevent segregation. 

3. The filter material should be compacted in about 
4-in. ·layers with light flat roller or, where space is 
limited, by hand tamping. 

4. The filter layer should not be less than 8 in. 
in thickness. Where the subgrade consists of fine-grained 
soil a "zoned" or two-layer filter is usually required and 
the combined thickness of both layers should be at least 
16 in. 

5. The filter system must be sufficiently thick to 
act as an insulator where frost action is involved. 

6. Where drainage pipe is used in a filter system, the 
capacity of the pipe should be sufficient to collect the 
seepage water and to conduct it to a place of discharge. 

7~ The size of the perforation and joint openings in 
the drain pipe should be made with consideration of the 
filter·material as follows: Maximum opening= 1/2(85 
percent size FM}. 

While the pipe is being laid, the slots should be 
protected from inflow of fines of the filter material by 
burlap·or other suitable permeable material. 



CHAPTER VI 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

General 

This report is a study of the development and present state-of

the-art of grain-size criteria for mineral-aggregate filter design. 

Drainage systems using mineral-aggregate filters are used frequently 

to control the seepage of water in foundations and earth structures. 

Earth dams, levees, and highways make extensive use of such drainage 

systems. 

All too frequently, the design engineer either devotes too little 

time to the proper analysis, design, and specifications of the filter 

system or does not completely understand the principles involved. As 

frequently, the techniques employed in the construction of filters 

result in a system that is inadequate or completely non-functioning. 

The concept and construction of a properly functioning filter 

suited to the problem requires, probably, more than any other single 

feature of a total structure, close attention to each phase of its 

development. . Such a strong emphasis can be justified by simply 

remembering that water is 11 Public Enemy No. l" to the civil engineer. 

Many structures, otherwise well designed, have failed or sustained 

serious damage because the possible effects of water were forgotten or 

not properly considered in both the design and construction stage. 
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Conclusions 

The design and construction of drainage systems utilizing mineral

aggregate filters may be separated into six major phases as follows: 

1. Determine if a seepage problem exists: The designer may become 

aware of the presence of a problem in a number of ways. Site 

exploration via foundation drilling is an important source of data. 

Past history or design experience of the area is often a source of 

data. Certain structures, by their very nature, inherently have 

seepage problems. An example is an earth dam. By whatever methods 

available the designer must ascertain the problem. 

2. The analysis of the soil: Once the existence of a seepage problem 

is established the designer must now begin to define all the para

meters required for its solution. The properties of the water

bearing soil to be served by the filter should be obtained by lab

oratory testing if possible. Most important are the soils grain

size distribution (gradation) and permeability (both horizontal 

and vertical). Very generally, the soil will be one of two major 

types--cohesive or cohesionless. The type will affect the applica

tion of design criteria. If both types (or a single type having 

very different gradations and permeabilities) are present the filte 

must be designed to hold the one having the smallest particle 

sizes but also the filter must be sized to handle the combined 

flows (cohesive soils will generally have the smallest particle 

size but the cohesionless soils will have the largest permeability 

and hence greatest inflow). 
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3. The analysis of the filter material: Frequently, the designer will 

and should try to use natural material located on or near the site. 

To do so, the quantity and quality of the material must be deter

mined. The quantity must be ascertained in the field by exploration 

methods which most often involve drilling. When drilling is used 

care should be exercised in the proper logging and field classifica

tion of stratum thickness, and the depth of the water table (bor

rowing below the water table is not very economical). Bulk samples 

(bag) should be taken of suitably appearing aggregates for laboratory 

testing (compaction, gradation, permeability and strength). The 

testing will confirm their suitability (or non-suitability) and 

furnish data for design. If natural deposits are not available 

then commercial sources must be located. Again the suitability of 

the material must be determined and the data required for design 

obtained. 

4. The design: In this step three paramount questions must be 

resolved--the location and configuration of the drainage system; the 

design of the filter (gradation); and the dimension (thickness) of 

the filter. The location and configuration are entirely dependent 

on the nature of the structure and the extent of the problem. 

Several major types of drainage systems are discussed in Chapter IV. 

The design of the filter generally refers to the design of a grada

tion based on grain-size criteria. Fi-lter gradation may be broadly 

classi-fied as either uniformly graded or well-graded. Each type may 

have different grain-size criteria and methods of application, 

depending on the nature of the soil to be protected and which 

criteria are being used. The designer may be limited to certain 
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criteria by the agency he works for or may choose the criteria that 

seem best suited to the problem. Regardless, the designer should 

exercise judgement in the use of the criteria. As previously 

discussed the design of a filter by grain-size criteria will not 

fix its dimensions (thickness or cross-sectional area). Cedergren 

(2) offers two approaches--assuming a thickness and solving for the 

required permeability to handle inflows' or, given a permeability, 

solve for the required thickness. The writer prefers the latter 

approach. Both approaches are discussed in the Appendix. The single 

most important aspect of the sizing calculations is the correct 

determination of the quantity of seepage to be handled by the 

drainage system. Flow nets (also discussed in the Appendix in a 

'· limited manner) are useful in quantity studies. 

5, Specifications: Properly worded specifications are essential to 

insure that good construction particles are used. Specifications 

are discussed in Chapter V. 

6. Construction: Regardless of how thorough the design and its assoc

iated functions, without close control on the construction of the 

drainage system, and in particular the filter, the end product may 

be worthless. In fact the structure might be better off without 

the system if it does not function properly. The primary areas 

of concern are the filter aggregate, and methods of placement and 

compaction. The project engineer should be aware of the importance 

of the drainage system and its filters and should be armed with 

specifications that give him adequate control over the con

struction processes. 
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In the above outline of f1lter design and construction no single step 

can be singled out as the most important. Each is as important as the 

next and each must be properly handled. 

One item that should perhaps be included as a seventh step is a 

post-construction inspection starting when the filters and drainage 

systems first begin to function and continuing throughout their service 

life. Discharges should be checked to see if they are clear or cloudy 

(indicating suspended fines). The quantity of discharge should be notec 

and perhaps checked against design estimated. If a collector pipe(s) is 

part of the system the amount of silting should be observed through 

inspection ports or manholes. Careful periodic inspections will dicate 

if any repairs or maintainance are requtred. 

Recommendations 

It is difficult to separate conclusions from recommendations. Base 

on the material covered in this report the writer has concluded that 

certain facts and various criteria appear logical to him and he would 

therefore recommend their use. Also, in the writer's opinion, general 

recommendations on the subject of filters may be misleading. However, 

based on the writer's experience and observations, several points worth 

listing are as follows: 

l. All grain-size criteria should be used with caution. No given 

criteria will satisfy all conditions. Invariably the experimental 
' 

studies compromised their recommended criteria with suggestions that 

laboratory testing might be required to prove the suitability of 

given filter designs. Properly understood and used criteria will 

in most cases, result in a suitable filter design. The choice of 



which criteria to use must rest with the designer and the circum

stances of the particular problem. 
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2. All filter designs should include an analysis of the quantity of 

seepage to be collected and discharged by the drainage system. In 

many cases the designer assumes, either on past experience or 

intuition, that a certain cross-sectional area is adequate. The 

result of such an assumption may be failure of the structure. 

3. Multi-layer filters should be given more consideration in the 

design phase. There is sufficient evidence that they are often 

more efficient and economical than single stage filters. 

4. Open-jointed collector pipes appear to be risky, Perforated pipes 

(underside only) appear to be more nearly satisfactory. 

5. Close attention should be given to insure that specifications for 

filters are properly worded. Good specifications are needed to 

insure good construction. 

6. Additional re'search is required. Several studies covered in this 

report admitted that certain recommendations were based on too little 

data or that certain conditions were not investigated because of the 

lack of time. Most studies were restricted to filter materials 

hav'ing uniform gradations. Non-uniformly graded materials deserve 

more study, Most studies seem directed at proving the validity of 

existing criteria rather than at developing new concepts. A new 

approach may be in order. 
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APPENDIX 

DESIGN EXAMPLES 

Filter Design Using Grain-size Criteria 

Design Data, General 

All filter criteria are expressed, in one manner or another, in 

terms of the diameters of certain key percentages (percent finer py 

weight) of the grain sizes present in the filter material and the soil. 

,, The key diameters of the soil must be obtained from laboratory 

grain-sizes analyses conducted on representative field samples. Often 

the design is to determine whether a certain proposed material is 

acceptable as a filter material. In this case a grain size analysis 

must be made of 'the _proposed material also. Many times the design 

calculations are to determine the diameters of the dey percentages of 

the filter material required to meet the criteria. In this case the 

gradation of the filter material is based on the calculations and a 

material must then be found that has the desired gradation (it may be 

a naturally occurring material or one that is manufactured). 

Example Problem 

The case where both the gradation of the soil mass [clayey sand 

(SC)] and the proposed filter material [naturally occurring poorly grade 

sand (SP)] are known is used in the following example problem. A number 
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of gradation curves resulting from laboratory testing of representive 

field samples are shown for the clayey sand (SC) in Figure 9 and for 

the poorly graded sand (SP) in Figure 10. When given several curves 

for both the soil and the filter material, as is true in this case, tt 

designer is faced with a choice of which values (diameters) to use in 

the design calculations. Average values could be used but a more 

logical approach would be to use the envelope developed by each family 

of curves. The envelopes have an extreme right and left hand value 

which, if properly chosen will insure the maximum safety in the calcul 

tions. 

-Piping Criterion (U.S. Army Corps of Engineers) 

The objective of the piping criterion is to insure that the soil 

particles will not penetrate the filter. Therefore, the key diameter 

for the protected soil is taken :from .. the.,right.:..hand side of its· 

envelope, which represent the finer particle sizes. The particle size 

that will penetrate the filter is dependent on the void spaces in the 

filter. Therefore, the key diameter for the filter material is taken 
\ 

from the left-hand side of:its envelope, which represents the coarser 

particle sizes and hence larger void spaces. The values for each are: 

d85 = 0.19 mm 

d50 = 0.082 mm 

o15 = 0.18 mm 

050 = 0.26 mm 
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The piping criterion is: 

The-calculations give: 

015 _ 0. 18 mm = 
d85 - 0.19 mm 0.95 

D50 _ Oo26 mm 
- -=----~,------ = 3 • l 7 

d50 - 0.082 mm 

Both calculated ratios are considerably less than the miximum allowed 

values, so the sand (SP) is satisfactory as a filter material for the 

clayey sand (SC) with respect to the prevention of piping. 

Permeability Criterion (U.So Army Corps of 

Engineers) 
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The objective of the permeability criterion is to insure that the 

filter has sufficient permeability to carry the quantity of seepage 

collected from the water-bearing soil without detrimental seepage forces 

occurring in the filter. To use the envelopes for each material to 

best advantage, the diameters that will represent the largest permeq

bility in the protected soil and the smallest permeability in the filter 

should be used. Therefore, data from the left-hand side of the soil 

envelope and the right-hand side of the filter material are used. The 

values for each are: 

d15 = 0.009 mm 

015 = 0,15 mm 



The permeability criterion is: 

015 
-> 5 
dl5 -

The calculation gives: 

015 _ 0.15 mm = 
d15 - 0.009 mm 16. 7 

The allowable minimum of 5 is exceeded by a factor of over 3 therefore 

the filter material has adequate permeability to safely handle the 

seepage from the protected soil. The validity of the design is support1 

by permeability tests on the involved materials. The maximum permea-, 

bility observed for the soil was 0.88 x ,o-4 cm/sec (horizontal) and th1 

minimum permeability for the filter material was 16.7 x ,o-4 cm/sec 

(vertical) which gives a difference in permeability of over 18. 

Uniformity Coefficient (Cu) 

, Segregation of particles during placement is a major problem 

encountered in filter construction. Materials having a uniformity 

coefficient greater than 20 are said to show a marked tendency towards 

segregation (15). For the filter material used in this example the 

uniformity coefficient is: 

Maximum 060 = 0.30 mm 

Minimum 010 = 0. 12 mm 

C = 0.30 mm·= 2 5 
u Ool2mm . 



The segregation should not be great because of the -~=k of gradation f 

such a low uniformity coefficient. 

Collector Pipe Design (U.S. Army Corps 

of Engineers) 

If the drainage system included the use of per=:-ated pipe buried 

·in the filter to collect and discharge the seepage ~2.-:.er, the followin 

criterion should be used: 

Das 
Hole Diameter> l.O 

The largest allowable hole diameter would be: 

Das= 0.2 mm (from theifiner. or:right-hanc side of envelope 
for filter material) 

Hole Diamete-r = ~-i mm = 0.2 mm 

The hole diameter would have to be less than 0.2 mm --. meet the criter· 

ion. 

Similarly for slots: 

Das 
Slot Width> 1· 2 

Slot width must be less than; 0· 2 mm= 0.17 mm 1.2 

Both of these dimensions for opening in collector pi=e.s are not practi

cal. The solution would be to use a double layer fi--:.er with the SP 

material against the soil (SC) and a gravel layer be:-=.s.·een the SP filter 

material and the collector pipe. A typical Das for= fine gravel would 

be 3/8 in., which would allow a hole diameter in the: ~~llector pipe of 

something less than 3/8 in. The gravel layer would -,=.ve to meet all 



grain-size criteria with regard to the SP filter material, as did the 

SP material with regard to the SC soil. 

Filter Thickness 

General Methods 

8 

As already discussed, the application of grain-size criteria tot~ 

design of a mineral aggregate filter only insures that the protected 

soil will not pass through the filter and that the filter has adequate 

permeability to prevent the build-up of large seepage forces in the 

filter. The criteria give no indication of the required dimensions 

(cross-sectional area) necessary to accommodate the quantity of water t 

be collected by and discharged through the filter. In other words, 

the filter should be 11 sized 11 similar to the way a pipe must be "sized'', 

to carry a given quantity of flow. 

Cedergren (2) (26) gives several reasonable methods of designing a 

filter for discharge capacity. He suggests that the capacity design 

may be made using Darcy's law, flow nets, or a combination of the two. 

Darcy 1 s law has already been discussed previously. Cedergren (2) com-

ments on the methods as follows: 

l. Use Darcy 1 s law both for approximating the rate of 
infiltration from the soil and for designing the drain, 
with the most-reasonable values that can be assigned to: 

(a) The average or effective permeability of the soil 
formations which are to be drained. This is determined 
from field and laboratory tests, or it may be esti~ 
mated from soil conditions by highly experienced 
soils engineers. It is the most important and diffi
cult part of the work. 
(o) Average hydraulic gradients in the soil and in 
the drain. 
(c) Average areas of soil and drain material through 
which water is flm'iing (normal to the direction of 
seepate). 



Rough estimates of infiltration rates and drain dimensions 
and of permeabilities needed to discharge estimated infiltra
tion rates can be made with a Darcy's law nomograph. 

2. Use Darcy's law to design the drain, after conven
tional flow nets have been used for estimating infiltration 
rates. 

3. Use composite flow nets to develop hydraulically 
balanced solutions for seepage in the soil and in the drain. 

Darcy's Law 

Darcy's Law may be applied by two different methods after the 

infiltration rate from the water bearing soil has been obtained by 

appropriate means. The two methods are: 
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1. Select a trial cross-sectional area (A) for the filter and compute 

the required permeability (K) needed to drain the expected inflow 

(Q) for the given thickness. Darcy's Law would take the following 

form: 

K = _Q_ 
iK 

The hydraulic gradient (i), already discussed in Chapter III, would 

be the largest head · (h) that could be developed divided by the length 

(L) of the drainage path in the drain or h/L. This method, in the 

writer's opinion, seems rather awkward. It would appear better to 

determine a thickness based on the K resulting from a filter material 

gradation wh i ch resulted from a grain-size design. The second method 

of using Da rcy's Law takes this approach. 

2. Se lect permeabilit i es which represent filters constructed from 

suitable on-site or commercially available materials and determine 

the requi red thickness from the following arrangement of Darcy's 

Law: 



Again the magnitude of inflow (Q) must be available. In the second 

method the determination of thickness is necessarily for al foot 

longitudinal strip, thus in reality the value of A is the thickness 

for a l -foot wide cross-sectional area. In both methods, care should 

be exercised to insure that inflow and outflow areas are compatible. 

Flow Nets 

Flow nets of the composite of the soil and filter/zones may be use 

in the design of filter thickness. A detailed treatment of flow nets 

is outside the scope of.this report and the writer m~st assume his 

readers are familiar with flow net concepts. However, several comments 

seem appropriate. The squares in a flow net are composed of flow lines 

(in th~ direction of flow) and equipotential lines perpendicular to the 

flow lines. When the permeability of a mass changes from a low value 

(the soil in this case) to a high value (the filter) the "squares" of 

the flow net are elongated into a rectangle with the flow line dimensior 

undergoing elongation and the equipontential dimension undergoing com

pression. This should be expected since less cross-sectional area is 

required by the higher permeability material to transmit a given 

quantity of water coming from the lower permeability material. The 

dimension of the elongated "square" in the direction of flow is termed 

"c" and the equipotential dimension is "d". Using the expression 

Where ~f is the permeability of the filter and Ks is the permeability 

of the soil, two procedures are available to determine filter thickness 

using flow nets (2). The procedures are: 
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l. Assume filter dimensions and determine their required permeabilitie 

2. Start with known {or estimated) permeabilities for the soil and 

filter and compute the dimensions of the filter. 

Again, the second procedure seems the more logical approach. It should 

also be noted that, for use with flow nets, Darcy's Law may be expresse1 

as: 

Where his the head, nf is the number of flow lines in the net, and nd 

is the number of equipotential drops in the flow net. 

Example--Darcy 1 s Law (After Cedergren, 2) 

Given an earth dam with a chimney drain [as in Figure 5{a)]. The 

entire drainage system may be broken into the vertical portion (the 

chimney) and the horizontal portion {the blanket). 

l. Determine rate of discharge using Darcy's Law (regular expression 

for use with a flow net if a net is made). For this example it is 

assumed that the inflow into the chimney through the dam is 2 cu 

ft/day (Q1) ahd from the foundation into the blanket is 10 cu ft/day 

{Q2). Both quantities are discharge rates per running foot of dam 

and filter. 

2. Assuming the chimney has a cross-sectional area (1 foot wide strip) 

of 11 sq ft normal to the direction of flow, a head of 300 feet, 

and a drainage path length {height of chimney) of 310 feet, the 

required permeability for the chimney is 

_ __g_ _ Ql = 2 cu ft/day 
K - i A - ( h IL )( A ) ---,-( 3=-=0=0--,f=-=-t-:-c/ 3=-=1-=-o __,f~t-.-){r'=l-=-1 _s_q_f=t...--) 

K = 0.2 ft/day 



3. Any filter material having a permeability of 0.2 ft/day should havE 

an adequate capacity if all the parameters were correctly deter

mined . It would be wise to include some safety factor. Using the 

permeability approach is justified for the chimney since there is 

a minimum wi dth (10-12 feet) required so that a chimney may be 

economically and correctly constructed using normal earth-moving 

equipment . 

The blanket portion of the drainage system will be solved using 

the second method of Darcy's Law application. 

1. Assumi ng the maxi mum allowable head (h) in the blanket may not 

exceed its thickness, the following is used (b denotes blanket 

dimensions): 

o, + 02 = Qb 

hb = Ab 

Therefore K QbLb 
= b (Ab)2 

The length of the blanket is 550 feet, which is equal to Lb. 

K = (12 cu ft/day)(550 ft) 
b (Ab)2 

With t hi s expr ession, any number of trial solutions for thickness (Ab 

is the thickness of a 1 foot stri p) for different permeabiliti es are 

possible , Typ ical solutions for generally encountered materia ls are: 



Washed filter aggregate: . Ab = 82 ft 

Pea gravel (1/4 inch): Ab= 1.5 ft 

Screened gravel (3/8 inch to 3/4 inch): Ab= 0.4 ft 

The use of the washed aggregate is not practical or even possible, bu1 

either the pea or screened gravel could be used. If the screened gra~ 

were used, construction practices would necessarily required a thickne 

larger than 0.4 feet in most cases. 

Cedergren (2) points out that flow through highly permeable 

material could become turbulent and since the hydraulic gradient does 

not increase in direct proportion to the seepage velocity or quantity 

for such flows, error (not necessarily on the safe side) would be 

introduced in the analysis. He suggested in cases where this could oc1 

that safety factors (10 or more) should be used. 

Example--Flow Net Solution 

Any example of thickness determination using flow nets will not be 

presented because of their complexity. Several excellent examples are 

presented in the Cedergren references (2) (26). Flow nets are a 

reasonable method of determining the quantity of inflow for filters and 

could have been used to compute the Q values used in this example. 

Darcy!s Law Nomograph 

Although no example will be presented Cedergren (2) discussed a 

nomograph based on Darcy's Law which would be of great aid when a large 

numbers of calculations are required due to numerous alternative design: 

Solutions are possible with starting values of permeability or thicknes~ 



Reference to an Alternate Method, Critical 

Gradient and Filter Thickness 

Parcher and Means (4) present an excellent example of filter 

thickness determination using a flow net and Hazen's formula. The 

example considers the possible of a quick condition developing in a 

filter if adequate weight is not present. 
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